UNDER SEIGE

It all began in Cortonwood, where the strike first took momentum more than eight months ago. Cortonwood once more became the frontline as over 1000 riot cops poured in during the early hours of the morning to escort one lone scab past thirteen pickets. Within two hours more than 4000 pickets had mobilised to resist this confrontation. Provocatively the police drove their transits at full speed straight at the mass pickets. Then the cavalry charged. The pickets responded by rolling a work hut down the hill towards the lines of police. Another hut was set on fire. Next day the media had their field day on the violence, putting across the usual bias.

Outnumbered, the response of the mining communities was to turn to hit and run tactics. At Brampton a barricade was set on fire in the centre of the village. Police were warded off with stones and forced to disperse when a huge turf roller from the nearby cricket ground was rolled towards them down the main street. A police vehicle was petrol bombed but was not set alight. Later the police claimed to have found a crate of petrol bombs ready for throwing.

Dinnington, though, saw perhaps the best violence. Police sealed off the area were forced on to the retreat when local people took defensive action. The police station was evacuated after two molotovs were allegedly thrown, one of which is supposed to have exploded in the entrance. Large numbers of police cavalry were also thwarted when it was soon realised that wire had been strung across highways throughout the village. Barricades were also set alight and electricity supplies temporarily sabotaged with the uprooting of street lamps.

Elsewhere in the county there was much retaliation against the siege. Cars were overturned and NCB property damaged at Dearne Valley; the same also at Dodworth, South Kirkby, Darfield Main, etc. At Hickleton two management cars were overturned and set alight and two bosses were attacked by a group of people wearing balaclavas.

While all this was happening in South Yorkshire, similar things were taking place in South Wales.

On one day alone more than 1000 police were sent in to increase the siege. The response in the valleys was the same as the response up north. At Penallta there was an attempt to burn down the NCB offices. At Abernant pickets tried to overturn a mini-bus carrying four scabs. At Owain Colliery, Pontypridd, miners were forced to defend themselves with iron bolts and bars against the police mob.

Two days later and the siege in South Yorkshire was as bad as ever. 42 police were reported injured during clashes at Pankridge, near Doncaster. At Womborough, near Barnsley, a power line was sabotaged. Clashes took place at Owain, Abernant and Celynen. At the latter the NCB offices were occupied; around 300 riot cops stormed the building, but were temporarily beaten back.
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Q: How do Conservative Trade Unionists negotiate a pay rise?

A: They don’t! Hah, Hah, Hah.
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On Thursday 8th November scabs went into Hatfield pit, this led to a pitched battle people are out of fuel, many of those who the possibility of. it becoming blind. and the cop shop windows got smashed. A survival are non-existent. Those who claim - referring to recent deaths of people sick.
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Throughout the Mine's Strike, N.U.K. pickets at collieries, coal & coke depots, ports & power stations have collected a list of scab firms.

These firms must not be allowed to get away with their strike-breaking activity, either now or in the future, in the mining industry...

YORKSHIRE

J.W. Whitehead
A. Sadler
Contract Hire
Warard Brothers
A. L. Haines
T. Banks
L. F. Kelly
F. Keller (Jamrhorpe)
Dowty
W. M. Dainton
Newtorn Brothers
Hewer
Knifton
Emelst
F. Sherwood
Clarks of Wellingborough
Randall & Sons
Bennet & Trading - Clitheroe
Limited
Penneine Haulage Co. Ltd.

Cementation, the firm Mark Thatcher is involved with, had a contract with Libya as a result of a computer course he did in Spain, that had known links with the CIA. Why did he fund such activities to meet up with Gadaffi now living a NUM to ask for help from the Libyan government?

TRADE UNIONS - tactically it may have happened as a result of the adverse propaganda. Gadaffi's funds extend to all causes. A few years back, he was not only funding the West troopers, but also the fascist Palidin organisation, based in Spain, that had known links with several state intelligence agencies, including the CIA. Why did he fund such an outfit? Because Gadaffi believes in supporting destabilisation and will back any group - right or left - that can create conflict.

Of course of the majority of those at the NUM are not coming to Libya by any means. Not even any state leader or government re-presentative visiting a counterpart (e.g. Gronyo seeing Reagan, that invasion in Afghanistan, Churchill aligning with Stalin, etc.). Some trade unions are more in the pockets of redundant or downright totalitarian governments than others, but there are not many who can claim to be free of all government. (The NCU is one of the few who can make that claim.) For the NUM to ask for help from Libyan trade unions - tactically it may have been stupid - is not different than their asking for assistance from any other trade union, if it even can be said that connections to Libya are anything to go by.
Some time ago we wrote about the perverted rantings of a Nazi group trying to gain some credibility by jumping on the anti-Nazis and nationalist wave. In that case we responded to the Nazi shits with a firm and simple message: FUCK OFF.

However that was a one off approach, and more than one is getting too risky. We can't send it a one off, but have to relate these incidents with the wider political scene, in this country and across Europe.

The underlying reason is the rise of the neo-Nazi and the xenophobic wave in the lunatic/psychiatric wing of the political spectrum. From small parties of fascists holding a Hitler birthday party and wanking each other in SS uniforms they tried to form a large scale organisations. SD uniforms were banished to the classroom or someplace less embarrassing. But the National Party and the League of Empire Loyalists formed the National Front. The NF provoked and responded to racist attacks, the NF is one of the one offs that we have to take seriously and fight the fascist and racist groups among them. Most of the larger Nazi groups have both Hitlerite and Strasserite wings among the activist cadre, many of the membership is secondhand from the anti-social working class.

So what is the point of this article? To start with the Nazi squabbles have often been out and out Hitlerites or Hitler cultists of the extreme Right and the Strasserites who hold jump on the bandwagon. In that case we can go through all the torturous round of splits between the Hitlerites and the Strasserites who are the most dynamic and the most wrecks of the bunch as these are the fascist and racist groups like among others. Much of the larger Nazi groups have both Hitlerite and Strasserite wings among the activist cadre, many of the membership is secondhand from the anti-social working class.

Why should we be concerned about the racist and anti-social working class? Because we are open for exploitation, we are sitting ducks, to be attacked and harassed in the name of animal liberation. In another case we have the NIMBY's, the anti-development movement, who are often unpolitical or simply concerned on a one man out of the Rightist ghetto and into contact with activists for a conference which can only lead to attacks by the Nazi. People can actually fathom the same splits and squabbles has often between out and out Hitlerites working class basis.

To our left, a Heraclitean philosophy. The present Immigration Laws mean that many families have been separated, and that many people have been deported and that many families have been separated.

We are a small core of activists, with some larger influence on the National Front. We are not a group of chartists, socialists, or fascists, and trendy liberals and the rejects of a half a dozen religions and political parties. To most of the population we are a bunch of Nazis, they are correct, and we cannot question this. But the point is that there is something for us. We have the numbers, the propaganda tools and the experience. We have the contacts in the media, in the police, in the local authorities and everywhere. In a sense the disarray is the disarray can is easily turned into a nationalist issue. CND often uses nationalist sentiments, the Nazis have tried to shift from the language and emphasis of the working class.

Leeds Women Attack "Art"

5 women with hammers stormed an "art" exhibition and smashed sculptures which were 'obscene and horrendous'. The plate glass window of Leeds Polytechnic and academic staff and one of the naked torso of a woman, wedged into a fridge were smashed up. Unfortunately they were caught, arrested and later released on bail. Several complaints were made to the college about the exhibition. There are no trial details as yet.

Fascists?

And even more horrifying is the thought that the Nazis could do another Piazza Fontana. For many years now it has been Nazi policy to infiltrate Left groups and movements. Anarchists would be easy to infiltrate. And that sophistication with armed struggle that certain youngish comrades have had to be exploited. In the aftermath of another Bologna train bombing we would be rounded up by the police. Public opinion would create increased police state activity. Exactly what the State wants.

This begs the question, what relation does the State have with the Nazi groups? It seems ridiculous to claim that the State created the Nazi groups from scratch. But the police and informers and infiltrators in all political groups, from extreme Left to extreme Right. The Nazis serve a useful function for the State at certain times. In order to divert attention from the Government it uses the Nazis to stir up already existing racial tensions. To break up leftist meetings the Nazis are useful. To destroy the unions the Nazis are used.

Not all the Nazis, nor all the leaders are policemen. It only needs a few well placed individuals to keep the Right on the police line. Well founded rumours about people like Martin Webster, or Eddie Morrison for example suggest that their strings are pulled by the Fifth. Only a few individuals and the police get their way. When the Nazis have out-lived their usefulness they'll be cleared out and sent back into the loony wing.

No doubt some individuals among the Nazis are sincere. But anyone who genuinely wants a working class revolution has to reject the whole idea of the 'Nation'. The working class have no country. The idea of the Nation has been used to destroy class unity and to spread the idea that workers and bosses are equal. If the Nazis are working class and bosses have only one thing in common, class war, either they'll keep us in our place by any means possible or we'll smash capitalism. The immigrant communities are part of the working class. We are as exploited, just like our white brothers and sisters. Exploitation recognises no racial barriers, we are exploited along with our white fellow workers by black and white bosses. If any of the Nazis are genuinely interested in Anarchism the first thing they must do is reject the logic of the Nation/State.

Somewhere I doubt that many Nazis will suddenly become class conscious.

What can we do to counter the plans of the State / Nazis is to be ever vigilant. We must avoid any ambiguity, RACISM and NATIONALISM are not allies, we must be clear, we must be clear. To any signs of racism among animal lib/ecology/Anarchist circles, we must beware of any signs of confusion. Anarchists have always been active anti-Nazis, we must continue to be active. Any approaches from the Nazis must be given the two-fingered salute by everyone. We must not allow the Nazis to play a role in the police state. And what can be done? To give a general idea, it can be done.

More importantly we must tighten up amongst ourselves, beware of infiltration. Be careful what you say and do. And for f**k's sake if you're thinking of taking armed action be very careful not to use.

One last word, to all Nazis reading this: FUCK OFF.
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MINERS UPDATE

Pickets outside the power station at Thorpe-Marsh tried to save a woman stuck in a car that crashed into the river Don, alas she disappeared. tomorrow. Some local hero media coverage for a change.

5 people have died already trying to get coal from slagheaps - now disguised by wet - one was named trying to flee his police pursuers. On Sunday 18th November 2 children, aged 12 & 15 died in a collapse at a slagheap at Goldthorpe while digging up coal for heating.

Bentley NUM Branch have decided at a Branch meeting: 'at no time, nor in the future will we represent or defend scabs for any purpose'.

The NCB have said that out of a national capacity of 2,339,000 tonnes of coal only 581,000 is being mined. This is because of the miners strike and the overtime ban in Notts and Midlands areas which is now reducing production by up to 30%.

North Yorks area NCB is having problems with the coaches used to transport scabs. At least 2 have broken down. One of these the driver had the sense to run off and leave the coach blocking the road. The other coach driver stayed with his coach once the scabs had been taken to police station 'safety'; he was severely beaten up and required a stretch.

Askern pickets were chased into a wood by cops with dogs. 3 pickets climbed a tree. The cops told them to get down. The pickets refused, yelling 'F**k off we are having a Branch meeting!'

An Askern pit miners wife who has just given birth to a baby has been told by the Welfare that unless there is coal in their striker's home the infant will be taken into State care.

Deportation Threat

Manjit and Palbinder Kaur live in Ardwick Manchester. They are faced with the threat of separation by the Home Office. Manjit unwittingly fell foul of complex Immigration Laws when, though her daughter, Palbinder is a British citizen the Govt. want to deport her. She would have no way to support herself and her daughter in India and is therefore faced with leaving Palbinder here to go into care.

Manjit came to England in 1979 and successfully applied for supplementary benefit in 1981 just after she left her husband. The benefit soon stopped though so Manjit was forced to get a job as a clothing machinist. In December 1983 after 9 years he found she had been advised she needed to 'no right to stay in England' because she did not have the correct papers on entry.

The present Immigration Laws mean that more than 50000 people a week are generally deported and that many families have been separated. Send letters of support (to be given to the Home Office) to Manjit Kaur Defence Campaign, c/o Sikh Family History North Hull Me Centre, Jackson Crescent, Manchester 15.
FRANCE,
ACTION DIRECTE

Since the 15th September five members of the French underground group, Action Directe, have been on hunger strike in various Paris prisons in protest against their treatment and their conditions of confinement.

Helyette Bess, Regis Schleicher, Vincente Spanno and Nicolas and Claude Haffen have been held for over six months without trial. All five have been repeatedly refused visits from their families and friends. Schleicher is in addition being kept in solitary confinement.

Letters and postcards of solidarity can be sent to:

GERMANY

Radikal, the paper of the Berlin movement, is back on the streets despite the best efforts of the West German State to crush it, on the excuse that it printed communiques from the Revolutionary Cells. It now operates from an address in Switzerland.

Meanwhile a former worker on Radikal, Hans-Jorg Schumacher, has applied for his political asylum in the Netherlands. In face of the German State's attempts to extradite him, Hans-Jorg's crime is that he is suspected of being the technical coordinator of issue No. 121 of Radikal! The evidence is that during one of the raids on the paper when part of issue 121 was seized, they found papers in his handwriting commenting on and criticising various articles. For this, according to his lawyer, he faces at least a 3 year sentence if extradited.

However he stands a good chance of getting asylum in Holland, since these offences don't exist there. If he does he will be the first German to get this status since the 2nd of September 20th.

The two editors of Radikal, Benny and Micha are appealing for their political immunity from prosecution to be lifted. Their trial began about the same time as the raid which implicated Hans-Jorg. They have been waiting for an excuse to do this.

SOUTH AFRICA

The two day general strike called by the Transvaal Regional Stayaway Committee resulted in a massive response. In Johannesburg the vast majority of black workers stayed at home, bringing the city to a virtual standstill. Latest news is that the Black trade unions are considering calling all-out strike action throughout the country.

The government, responding by raiding the offices of the Black umbrella trade union organisation, the FSAUT, and by threatening to ban the United Democratic Front, the organisation that played a central role in successfully encouraging a massive boycott of the recent tripartite elections.

More recently over 6000 black workers at a state-controlled Sasol coal plant have been sacked for taking part in strike action lasting only two days. The strike led to rioting and the homes of several localised black coal miners were burned to the ground. Most of those sacked have been forced to return to the 'homelands' which are stricken with drought.

LATEST: Over 1000 have been arrested by security forces for taking part in the 48 hour general strike. There have been many attacks by riot police. One man is known to have died when he was struck by a plastic bullet.

On Thursday 15th November, 5 black miners were killed and 12 more injured when part of a pit collapsed. This brings the total number of deaths of black miners in South Africa to 10,000 in the last 20 years.

RAIDS ON BELGIAN ANARCHISTS

Following the series of bombings last month claiming the lives of Communist and Trotskyist militants, (see BF No121) there has been a mass raid by the Belgian police.

The raid, dubbed 'Operation Mammoth', involved over 120 houses and offices being raided simultaneously. Those raided included no communist addresses or right wing ones. Most of those raided were anarchists, but also anti-militarists, organisations for political refugees & Middle East and Latin American support groups.

All those arrested were photographed and searched, address books, membership and distribution lists and much other material was seized. All were questioned at length and released next day.

There is something rather fishy about the whole CCC saga. Certainly the targets chosen could not be faulted by anarchists including firms making war material for NATO (M.W, Litton Systems, Honeywell etc.) as well as political parties of the right and left. The bombers also labelled themselves 'communists', not one communist address was raided? Why also were no right wingers raided, when one of the bombs is 'the liberal investigation centre' and was claimed by the CCC and the 'Front Europeen De Solidarite Beige', an extreme right wing group. Is it possible that some of the bombings have been done by the police or the extreme Right (which is very strong in Belgium) as an excuse for reprisals against the anarchists?

They were arrested immediately after the first bomb by setting up a new Anti-terrorist brigade, from a concoction of specialised police units. They had been waiting for an excuse to do this.

Reactions to the massive RAZIA have been mixed. Some lefties who were raided have disowned the CCC, and all the anarchists, have declared solidarity with the CCC and their tactics. Other lefties against the suspicions of a right wing plot.

Things became very tense, with the anarchists under extreme pressure. Lefty groups are splitting and criticising each other over the issue. Bomb scares are widespread some claimed by Onkruit, the anti-militarist organisation based in the Netherlands.

The anarchists then publicised a 'gigantic' demonstration against State terrorism. This was taken up and splashed all over the rightist press. A week later the day only about 20 people (all plain clothes cops?) turned up. The police concluded that the anarchists had arranged a fake demo to expose the cops and to wind them up.

SOURCES: Most of the above is translated from BLUF, the Dutch squatters paper.

FROM BELGIAN ANARCHISTS 9-11-84

On Oct 22nd at 5.06pm the police force invaded our houses, apartments and print shops. 120 people were arrested, for one day or more. The State has created a new police force, the Inter-forces Anti-Terrorist Group (G.I.A.). They found nothing, anywhere. All the Parties, (Liberal, Labour, Catholic) agreed with this its operation W.P.F, when the Labour Party heard that an office of one of its town councillors had been visited to see if his son was involved, outrages of indignation shook the television. The next day the G.I.A. payed another visit to an ecologist MP - new outrages from the party that claims itself 'anarchist' (very funny).

The Cellesse Combattantes Comunistes claimed yesterday that they will begin again with their bombs from Dec. 20th. For the Federation Anarchist E.
Black Flag News Bulletin started approx. 18 months ago and, despite substantial financial problems, has refused to die. I joined the Collective just after the N.B. began & have gradually become more involved in its production and distribution. Even now, I don't do half the work some Collective members do. Their continued encouragement and support has been an inspiration to me.

I'm not saying the N.B. is perfect (far from it!). I'd just like to say thanks to all those who have contributed over the past 18 months and urge them to continue.

I know it's been said before, but printing bills, postage and envelopes all have to be paid for. Like it or not, we rely on all those who hate contributed over the past 18 months and urge them to continue.

Don't forget to renew your sub!
Don't forget to donate!
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behind the Jones accusations was known not only
retrospect he was noticeable for his taking photos
not being able to publish these details - but
Hotel. Jones admits to these meetings. According
of campaign members — at the time he innocently
voldkeered the information himself at a later
Trial). He offered to help on campaign mailings
and heads were to roll. The trial was additionally
was, predictably, vetted. Last week Bettaney's
appeal came up - the reason for the delay in our
commissioned by M15 to monitor the activities
Jones introduced himself to the 121 Bookshop people
within the pages of the monthly paper, Freedom.
The history of Jones' involvement in political
concerns had covered many years. He first came
to light in radical circles when he helped to
organise what was being named - the evidence against Jones appeared confused
- the evidence against Jones appeared confused and unsubstantiated. Under these circumstances
it was not entirely surprising to discover that someone who
had known Jones would be to decode the accusations
of all those who had known Jones. His name appeared
within the pages of the monthly paper, Freedom.

The Black Flag was a small fish - feels and asserts that
it was around that time that Peter
Jones was an innocent bystander. Jones was suspected of being Soviet
agents was immune from prosecution. But again, it was feared that the
Service might lose credibility altogether
- and that was not to be allowed.

Jones - a small fish - feels and asserts that
he was used. The truth about that side of things is yet to be revealed.

As For Bettaney, he is, perhaps, guilty of
nothing except naivety. His 21 years incarceration
was his reward for being too critical of the real 'enemy within' - namely, the Intelligence powers
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